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 The climate system

 Latest projections 

 Regional challenges and 
downscaling

 Data vs information

 Other things we might 
need to know





ENSO forecast



Scale is the key…

“Weather
forecasting”

“Seasonal 
forecasting”

“Decadal 
prediction”

“Climate 
projections”



1. Where are you from and what are your work responsibilities?

1. What time scales are you most interested in (daily/weekly 
weather; seasonal; next 4-5 years; next 10 years; next 40 years)?

2. What spatial scale are you most interested in (regional, 
national, provincial, city, individual farms, etc) 

3. What type of climate information is useful/desirable to you at 
these time and space scales?

4. Of all the factors that come into play when you decide on a 
course of action, how important is climate information in 
making these decisions?

What climate information is important to me?



Our climate system



Observing the climate system....a challenging undertaking...

• Some moderate data 
rescue balanced by 
network decline

• New developments in 
high resolution 
reanalysis data sets 
(MERRA, CFSR, JRA25)

• Supplemented (but not 
replaced) by growing 
satellite products...and 
these products make it 
easier.....right?



Observing the climate system....gridded products help...right?



Climate projections - How do we make them?



A earth system climate model....



They give us these types of results…



They give us these types of results…



Rainfall is more uncertain…



Rainfall is more uncertain…





Global Climate Model resolution

There are two 
methods used 
to downscale

Moving to the regional (relevant) scale...



Global Climate Model

Numerical Downscaling

Data from the GCM is used 
by Regional Climate Models 
(RCMs) to numerically 
simulate the climate 
characteristics at a much 
higher resolution.
Results in a gridded 
product.  

Statistical Downscaling

Statistical relationships 
between weather stations 
on the ground and 
atmospheric circulations 
are established. GCM-
produced atmospheric 
circulations can then be 
downscaled to the station 
scale.

The regional climate model....still about scale...



Some downscaled results…



Some downscaled results…



Some downscaled results…



Some downscaled results…



Statistical downscaling can be at point scale…
http://cip.csag.uct.ac.za



…but rainfall is still tricky.
http://cip.csag.uct.ac.za



Observed

Nine Regional Climate 
Models Evaluation 
runs

Average of the 9 
models

Is this information useful to 
you in this state?

What about the dynamical downscaling?



What climate information is important to me?

1. Where are you from and what are your work responsibilities?

1. What time scales are you most interested in (daily/weekly 
weather; seasonal; next 4-5 years; next 10 years; next 40 years)?

2. What spatial scale are you most interested in (regional, 
national, provincial, city, individual farms, etc) 

3. What type of climate information is useful/desirable to you at 
these time and space scales?

4. Of all the factors that come into play when you decide on a 
course of action, how important is climate information in 
making these decisions?



Data
Climate models, historical 

observations, trends, downscaling, 
projections, event frequency, …

Information
Measures of vulnerability and risk, 

threshold exceedence, combinatory 
impacts, uncertainty and 
confidence, regional scale 

variations, … 

Knowledge
Assessing options, understanding 

consequences, evaluating 
responses, informing decision 

making, …

A basis for action
Balance competing priorities, 

strategic investments in adaptation 
and mitigation, new research 

avenues, coordination of response 

Generated by models, analyses, 
downscaling... but 
observations?
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We are not always sure when 
we have “information”

Comes with close coupling 
between science and society -
relationship based!

Actions are risky, and takes 
place within a multi-stressor 
context



When is the 
information 
good enough 
for me to 
make a 
decision?



In summary...

1. We don’t know the observed climate in many 
regions....let alone ocean “climate”

2. Downscaling from global to regional scales is an 
imperative

3. Good certainty around hotter, but how does it get hotter 
(days above threshold degree days, heat waves, etc)?

4. Less certain about rainfall change, similar questions 
about how rainfall changes apply. 



In summary...

3a. “Data data data, I cannot make bricks without 
clay”....Sherlock Holmes.

Data is not information! There needs to be an interpretive 
chain (Why do you need bricks - build, throw, sell....)

3b. We have to learn to work in a context of an envelope of 
climate information to reach actionable outcomes

4. This is most robustly done in collaborative efforts 
between stakeholder community and user-sensitized 

climate community





Simulating the climate system....what are we trying to achieve?
For a given spatial scale, variable, and application, the prediction skill is a function of 

time scale

Daily    2-3 weeks    Months   Seasonal    Decadal   Century
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Actual skill 
of current 
model 
results

Required skill of 
model results for 
robust decision 
making (it’s good 
enough)

Theoretical 
deterministic limit of 
predictability

We can’t do this

We need to do this


